
Number





Number

✘0 can be written as nought or zero (mathematics / 
temperatures) or as nil (scores)



Number

✘100: a/one hundred
✘101: a /one hundred and one
✘1,00O: a/one thousand
✘1,100: a/one thousand one hundred
✘5,000: five thousand
✘1,000,000:  (1 m) a / one million 
✘1,0OO,0OO,00O:  (1 bn) a / one billion
✘both British and US English use a comma when 
writing numbers in thousands.



Plural numbers

✘We only use numbers in the plural form to 
mean a lot.
Eg:
✘Hundreds of people attended the conference.
✘The project costs millions of dollars.



Ordinal number



Telephone Numbers

✘(818) 252-7700 (seven-seven-oh-oh; double 
seven double oh)



Decimals

✘both British and American English use a point 
when writing decimals.



Fractions 

✘If the numerator is more than one, the denominator 
is plural, adding s



Large fractions

✘"Over" is used in a more casual manner or for 
larger and complex numbers.



Dates 

✘Short forms:
11/10/2019
12-31-2020

✘When writing the date in full, use a comma 
before the year:
The meeting is on January l0th, 2O18.



Year 



Time 

✘English speakers don't often use the 24-hour
clock, but prefer a.m. and p.m.
Morning = a.m Afternoon / evening = p.m
✘The meeting starts at 9 a.m.
✘The party starts at 9.OO p.m.

✘The 24-hour clock is used for travel times, train 
timetables, flight times, etc
✘My plane leaves at 15.25 and arrives at 17.10.



What time is it?



Percentages & Temperatures 

✘9% or 9 per cent

✘5 0 C (Five degrees Celsius)

✘20 0 F (Twenty degrees Fahrenheit)



Mathematical Equations

✘1 + 2 = 3 (One and two is three.)
✘30-45 = -15 (Thirty minus forty-five equals negative fifteen.)
✘30 x 4 = 120 (Thirty times four equals one hundred twenty.)
✘72 / 9 = 8 (Seventy-two divided by nine is eight.)



THANKS!
Any questions?
You can find me at
✘ Fb: Ngọc Hoa Kỳ
✘ nnhky@upt.edu.vn


